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EDITOR'S  RAMBLINGS
Welcome  to  the  second  edition  of  the  Eastern  Counties 
Dachshund  Association’s  Newsletter.  I  hope  you  and  your 
families (two and four-legged) have all  had a good year, and 
those of you who show have been successful. The recession 
has hit us all in one way or another with many of us having to 
pick and choose which shows we go to, but hopefully we will 
soon see signs of improvement. Christmas and the New Year 
have both been and gone and as I write this the snow is lying all  
around, deep and crisp and even (sounds familiar?). Beautiful 
as it is, I like to use it as a reminder that Spring will soon be on 
its  way  and  hopefully  some  warmer  and  DRYER  weather. 
Especially dryer,  as I’m sure you are all  as tired as I  am of 
soppy dogs and slippery floors!
We have sadly lost Chris Moore, one of our most prominent and 
respected breeders and exhibitors. His obituary appears later in 
this issue.
I’ve tried to put together a mix of light-hearted and more serious 
articles for your perusal, but I welcome anything that you can 
send me and thanks to all of you who have sent something. It 
all  helps  to  make  your  Newsletter  more  interesting  for  our 
members.
Wishing you all good health, luck and happiness until next time.

Gina Hardy (Editor)
PS. Wilma pinched my laptop again and her contribution is to 

be found on page 21.    
PLEASE SEND ANY CONTRIBUTIONS TO ME AT

hardyhounds@tiscali.co.uk
or by snail-mail to 

24 Hubbard Close, Wymondham, Norfolk. NR18 0DY or you 
can give them to me in person at the shows. 

THE VIEWS EXPRESSED IN THIS NEWSLETTER 
ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE 

EASTERN COUNTIES DACHSHUND ASSOCIATION
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Chairman's Report

Welcome to the second edition of the Eastern Counties Dachshund 
Association  newsletter.  Our  Editor  does  a  marvellous  job; 
please remember this is your newsletter and if you would like to see 
something featured, or if you would like to contribute, please feel free 
to let Gina know.  All sensible suggestions considered.

Another show year has passed and most of us will be gearing up for 
the coming season. ECDA held its Championship Show in 2009; we 
had a lovely entry of hounds and how lovely that our Patron Joan 
Littmoden managed to get to the show, catching up with all  her 
friends.  Unfortunately,  I  was  not  there  as  I  was  in  Japan 
judging, but I understand everything went well.

Unfortunately we will not be able to hold our June 2010 Open Show 
in  at the Priory Centre as we cannot have the Sunday, so we are 
moving to Milton Community Centre at Milton, Cambs.; just off the 
A14.  There  is  plenty  of  parking  and  for  the  first  time,  weather 
permitting, we will be able to have outside rings.

We are running an A2 Assessment and Seminar in conjunction with 
the Miniature Dachshund Club in March.

I have only been Chairman for a few months; I am looking forward to 
the challenges ahead and will  give my best. If  you have any 
suggestions that you would like us to take on, please let us know. 
Remember, this is your club, the committee are very approachable, 
so don't be shy.

Wendy Hall
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UK Dachshund Health Report 
 
 www.uk-dachshund-health-report.org.uk 

 The Dachshund Breed Council's Health Reporting website 
was launched in January 2010. 

Dachshunds generally suffer from few health problems and are long-lived, 
provided they are kept well-exercised, fit and fed on a healthy, balanced 
diet.  The median (average) age of death reported in the 2004 KC Health 
Survey was 12 years and 8 months. 

 The UK Dachshund Health Report website serves three 
purposes: 

1. To provide a place to report your Dachshund's health conditions (and 
cause of death, including "Old Age")  

2. To summarise the latest data available from owners' and 
breeders' health reports submitted to the site  

3. To provide links to Breed Health Plans and the most up-to-date 
health information of importance to Dachshund breeders and owners 

 About the website: 
All information you provide in Health Reports submitted to the site is treated 
as confidential by the Dachshund Breed Council's Health and Welfare Sub-
committee.  Reports on health conditions will only be presented on the site 
in anonymous, summarised form (example on right).  Breeders and owners 
who submit information cannot be identified from the information presented. 
 
Breed Club Secretaries can provide up-to-date advice on any current or 
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emerging health concerns in any of the six Dachshund varieties.  Information 
presented  on  the  site  does  not  necessarily  mean  that  a  condition  is 
widespread in the breed; the data are simply "reported cases" and may be 
different to prevalence in the breed as a whole.  All data is summarised in 
“real time” on the site.

Please  use  the  website  to  submit  Health  Reports  if  you  are  a  UK 
Dachshund breeder or owner.  By doing so you can help the Dachshund 
Breed Council to prioritise Breed Health Plans and use current data to report  
on the health status of UK Dachshunds.  

You can also submit data by post:  
If you don't have access to the internet you can obtain a copy of the Health 
Report Form and send information about your Dachshunds by post to the 
Breed Council.  
Contact the Secretary for a Form: Lesley Brown (Tel: 01404 861433)
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Secretary's Report 2009 
 
I'm writing this at the end of February 2010 and by the time you read 
it we'll be into June.  By then, 2009 will be a distant memory.  In 
many people's thoughts right now is the untimely death of one of our 
members, Chris Moore.  A tribute to him appears elsewhere in this 
Newsletter. 
 
2009 was an important year for ECDA as it was our turn to have 
Challenge Certificates on the three-year rotation.  That meant one 
Open Show at St. Neots and the Champ Show at Peterborough.  Both 
were well supported and we were really pleased to have our entries 
holding up so well at a time of recession and when many shows are 
suffering falling entries. 
 
Venue changes and new locations for exhibitors to find are always a 
source of much debate.  We have been very pleased with the facilities 
at St. Neots for many years now and had always had advanced 
bookings for at least two years ahead.  Somehow, they managed to 
“lose” our bookings and gave the hall to another event on our dates 
and every Sunday for the next few years.  The first option we 
considered was a change to a Saturday, but the Committee felt the car 
parking situation and cost of parking would not be ideal.  And so, the 
hunt was on for a new venue.  Trying to balance location, cost and size 
is not easy, but we felt the Milton Community Centre ticked most of 
the boxes.  I hope this turns out to be a positive move as we have the 
venue booked for 2011 as well.  Our final show at St. Neots will be 
November 2010. 
 
The Cresset at Peterborough again proved to be a good venue and we 
get really good service from the staff.  It is now booked for 4th 
November 2012, but we know the price will be up to around £1800 by 
then.  This makes it even more important to select judges who will 
draw a good entry. 
 
We have seen less of our Patron, Joan Littmoden, since her spell of ill-
health, but she keeps in touch and it was great that she managed to get 
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to the Champ. Show.  I know Joan keeps an eye on what we do and 
she's always there to offer advice.

Janet Yeomans retired from the Committee and as Chairman last June 
and I'd like to thank her again for her contribution to ECDA over the 
years.  Our new Chairman is Wendy Hall (Cliffmere Mini Longs) and 
she's had to get “up to speed” rather quickly to help us find the new 
show venue.  Wendy brings great experience from the Beagle world as 
well  as  from Dachshunds,  so  it  is  useful  to  have  someone  with  a 
slightly different view of how things can be done.

I announced at the 2009 AGM that I wished to retire as Secretary in 
order to let someone with fresh ideas step into the role.  Having been 
Secretary since 1997 I felt it would be sensible to hand over.  Having 
made  that  decision  I  was  pressurised  to  change  my  mind  by  the 
Committee and others over several months.  During that period Gina 
Hardy expressed an interest in taking over and we had planned to have 
a  transition so that  she could be appointed at  the 2010 AGM.  As 
many of you will  know, Gina has been suffering with severe back 
problems and it was unclear if, or when, she might have to go into 
hospital for an operation.  I therefore caved in and agreed to stay on to 
ensure  Gina  could  be  back  at  full  fitness  before  stepping  into  the 
Secretary  role.   We  have  agreed  that  she  will  adopt  the  role  of 
Assistant  Secretary  and  Bob  McCarthy  will  take  over  as  Show 
Manager.  I feel that these will be excellent choices and we now have 
time to help them to learn what is required in their new roles.

Once again Gina has done a great job in editing the Newsletter and it 
has a good mix of topics.  I'd like to end by thanking all the Officers 
and  Committee  for  their  hard  work  and  our  members  for  their 
continuing support.  The AGM  follows the Open Show and this is 
your opportunity to make your views known and help set the future 
direction of your Association. 

Ian J Seath, Secretary
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The Sermon I think this Mom will never forget 
This particular Sunday sermon...'Dear Lord,' the minister began, with 
arms extended toward heaven and a rapturous look on his upturned 
face. 'Without you, we are but dust...' He would  have continued but at 
that moment my very obedient daughter who was listening leaned 
over to me and asked quite audibly in her shrill little four year old girl 
voice, 'Mom, what is butt dust?' 

Hope this made you all smile as it did me.  ED
                     *****************************************
The following websites are valuable sources of info for all 
Dachshund owners and breeders.
www.dachshundbreedcouncil.org.uk    For all the latest 
information and advice.
www.miniaturedachshundclub.co.uk     Specifically for the 
minis.
www.easterncountiesdachshund.co.uk.  Our club website. 
Packed with advice and information.
www.hyperdrug.co.uk    For all your wormers, flea 
treatments and other routine requirements.  Much cheaper 
than the vets!
www.ainsworths.com  For all homeopathic remedies. Always 
worth a call or visit if your dog (or you) has a persistent 
health problem. They are extremely helpful. 
www.dachshundforum.co.uk  Lively and helpful site for info 
or chat.

DACHSHUND RESCUE
North:  Valerie Skinner    01142 847425
South: Gill Goad              01458 850745
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Chris Moore – Obituary 
We were shocked and deeply saddened to hear of the sudden death of Chris 
Moore. Chris, well known for his Romanchi Wire-haired Dachshunds, had 
recently returned home from  hospital having had a heart valve operation at 
the end of December 2009.  He appeared to be well on the road to recovery. 

Indeed, we last saw him at the Southern Dachshund Association’s show on 
Saturday January 23rd, where he appeared to be in very good spirits and was 
talking about his recovery programme and looking forward to being able to be 
more fit and active at this year’s shows. 

Chris, with his wife Anne, had been one of the UK’s most successful Wire 
exhibitors with consistent winners over many years.  He was also Secretary of 
the Northern Dachshund Association. 

Chris will be remembered for many reasons.  His contribution to Wire 
Dachshunds included the importation from the USA and Europe of several 
new bloodlines which have added both quality and genetic diversity to the 
breed.  As a Breed Club Secretary, he was efficient and well-organised. 
Whenever Chris took on a job, he did it to a high standard.  In early 2008 
Chris felt strongly that it was time for the UK Dachshund Clubs to form a 
Breed Council.  Although he was in a minority at that time, circumstances 
changed and eventually all 19 Clubs agreed to form a Breed Council.  So, it 
could be argued that it was his vision that has enabled all our Breed Clubs to 
work co-operatively under the banner of our Breed Council. 

Despite several years of illness, Chris clearly made the decision to live life to 
the full and he and Anne regularly travelled to the USA and Europe to enjoy 
dog shows abroad and to eye up potential dogs to import.  Over the past year 
when he was often unwell, he retained his energy and enthusiasm for 
everything to do with Wires and continued to support so many of our Breed 
Clubs with entries at shows. 

You could always rely on Chris for a “good” argument.  I mean that in the 
nicest possible way.  Whatever his position, or yours, you could discuss your 
differences and still remain friends whatever the outcome. 

He will be remembered as a plain-speaking man with a kind heart, always 
willing to help a friend in need. 

Our deepest sympathies go to Anne and her family at this difficult time.  Sue 
and I will miss him and there will now be a large gap at the Wire ringside. 

Ian Seath 
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Mowbray Music Man 
 Ch. Manakoora Mana Kai Maui x Manakoora Lou Hie Hie at 

Mowbray 
Confidently offered at stud                      Price on application. 

DNA tested clear of the cord 1 mutation, kind temperament, quite a gentleman. 
 

Proudly bred owned and shown by  Maurice and Patricia Endersby 
01462 739101      e mail mowbraydogs@ntlworld.com. 

web page www.mowbraydachshunds.co.uk 
TWO OF HIS LASTEST PUPS 

                         9



WENDY AND DOUG HALL’S JAPAN TRIP 2009

Doug and I arrived in good time for our flight to Helsinki and then 
onto Nagoya in Japan. Seventeen and half hours later we arrived. I’m 
really not that fond of flying, two hours is quite enough for me, the 
plane  was  packed  so  we  knew  there  would  be  no  chance  of  an 
upgrade. Having left home the previous day we were really relieved 
when the 'plane touched down and we were able to stretch our legs.
Once  through  customs  I  was  pleased  to  find  our  host  family  was 
waiting to greet us.  The time in Japan was 10 a.m., 9 hours ahead of 
UK time, our hosts wanted to take us sightseeing; I just wanted to 
crash out with a strong tipple.  We eventually arrived at their home at 
5.30 p.m., at least I think it was.  
Rocky and Shinobu our hosts are delightful and cannot do enough for 
you.  Later in the evening, Shinobu left to fetch the children. I felt 
quite apprehensive, four children ranging in age from 2 years to 7. 
Imagine, I had not slept for more than 24 hours, the last thing I wanted 
was four rowdy small children around, but they were so well-behaved, 
beautiful looking children, well mannered and polite.
Shinobu prepared us a beautiful meal that we devoured and fell into 
bed at 11p.m.. I slept so well. Next morning, after breakfast Shinobu 
took the  children  to  school  and we then went  off  sightseeing  to  a 
Castle at Nagoya, I think. We spent all day there.  Chrysanthemums’ 
are Japan's national flower and the grounds of the Castle were full of 
beautiful displays, which even Doug marvelled at and he’s not a man 
to take any notice of flowers normally.
That  evening  we were  going out  for  a  meal  with  some  friends  of 
theirs:  Shoka and her English husband.  So, it was very pleasant to 
have  a  conversation  in  English  with  them  translating  anything 
difficult;  Rocky  and  Shinobu’s  English  is  very  limited,  it  can  be 
exhausting trying to make yourself understood.  We then all went back 
to our hosts' house and broke out the bottles.
We were  leaving at 1.30 in the morning to travel north to where I was 
to judge, I hope my face did not show the horror I was feeling.  Four 
adults,  four  small  children  and seventeen  dachshunds  all  travelling 
overnight in a camper van, we were still exhausted from our journey. 
I really need not have worried, the children slept all night although we 
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didn’t. The dogs were all crated and the camper van was really quite 
comfortable.
We arrived at a beautiful spot by a River the next morning.  Two big 
play pens were promptly put up and all the Dachshunds brought out, 
put in the play pens and were fed and watered, the dogs all looked 
happy and contented.   Shinobu then got  on  with  breakfast.   After 
breakfast  we  walked  the  dogs,  it  was  very  hot,  Red  Kites  were 
skimming  the  water  and  grabbing  large  fish  from  the  river  then 
perching on a nearby tree to eat them.
Back at  the Camper Van, I  was told that the President  of the Dog 
Show, his wife and daughter were joining us for lunch and then taking 
us sightseeing to another famous Japanese Castle.  When you are so 
exhausted you just want to scream ‘Once you’ve seen one Japanese 
Castle, you’ve seen them all’.  However, being too polite for such an 
outburst, I just asked if we could check into our hotel first, as I wanted 
to shower.
After  45 minutes  we were  off  again.   The President  and his  wife, 
spoke no English, their daughter had the odd word, so lunch was hard 
work.  After lunch we were taken to a Castle at  Tottori  and I was 
right, they do all look the same, we were then  taken back to the car 
where the President’s wife and daughter were waiting for us.
We were told that we would be collected that evening at 8 o’clock for 
dinner.  True to form, Kei arrived at 8 p.m. to collect us.  When we 
arrived  at  the  foyer  Rocky  was  with  Kei  plus  three  Japanese 
gentleman and a lady.   They were introduced as my co-judges, we 
were also introduced to an interpreter, hooray.
We were dining  at  the  hotel  in  a  traditional  Japanese  eating  room 
where you sit on the floor and geisha girls serve you, I didn’t know 
that under the table, the floor was cut away, so it was more like sitting 
at a table on a chair rather than the floor. Our hosts had gone that extra 
mile and ordered western food for Doug and me.  The conversation 
swiftly turned to  the Dog Show; I  was told that  my entry of Mini 
Longs was 47.  I was disappointed but they explained that in ten years 
of holding their show they had never had more than five, so they were 
thrilled.  I was told that the entire entry was 171, the most in any breed 
was  four  and  this  is  a  general  Championship  Show.   I  would  be 
judging at the seaside.  The weather up until now had been so hot; I 
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was getting sun-burned, but the forecast was rain…..all day. Typical, I 
would be judging outside and there was no indoor venue, great.
The  morning  started  quite  pleasantly,  bright  and  breezy,  but  ten 
minutes  after  I  started  judging,  the  heavens  opened,  the  rain  came 
down  in  sheets.  The  wind  was  horrendous.  I  was  wearing  my 
waterproof coat and suit under that, it just went through the whole lot, 
I was drenched right through.
My poor exhibits all had to paddle through rivers of running water, 
but  their  owners/handlers  never  complained,  they  were  all  smartly 
dressed in their suits, I never saw anyone in their rain coats or wellies. 
It was freezing cold which made the poor Minis hunch up so it was 
difficult to determine which ones were hunching because of the cold 
and which ones could only hunch up. 

I  was not impressed with the Mini Longs,  however the three Mini 
Smooths were much better.  The Mini Smooth I gave Best of Breed to 
was fabulous, it could compete here in England with the best and give 
them a run for their money.  Please don’t ask any of the breeding of 
my main winners, the catalogue was all written in Japanese.
After the show was over we were taken back to the hotel where we 
were collected by Kei and taken to dinner.   The whole Dog Show 
Committee was there with their children as well as Rocky, Shinobu 
and their children.  We spent a lovely evening just chilling out and 
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getting  tipsy;  well  I  thought  I  would  never  warm  up  again  so 
welcomed any help.
After dinner, Rocky informed us that we would be collected 5 a.m. the 
next morning to do some sightseeing, oh please!!!  All I remember 
about that day is calling into a Motorway service area for breakfast 
and then when I went outside for my normal constitutional cigarette, I 
noticed  a  sign  for  ‘Dog  Run’.   Doug  went  to  investigate  and 
discovered  a  big  field,  fully  fenced,  with  water,  even  a  hand-held 
shower to wash the dogs after.  Rocky appeared with the Camper Van 
and released all the dogs into the run.  Another couple turned up, they 
also had two Mini Longs and a cross-breed' they took theirs in the 
field  with  Rocky’s  17  and  let  them  off,  19  Mini  Long  Haired 
Dachshunds and a spaniel sized cross-breed all just ran and had fun 
together,  not  a  cross  word  between  them,  it  was  wonderful. 
Everybody cleared up after their dogs; you would never have known 
dogs had been on the field.  After an hour, the dogs were gathered up 
and put back in their crates  apart from one, Connie, who had travelled 
in the van with the humans, so out came a generator and hair-dryer 
and Connie was duly showered and dried before going back on the 
children’s beds.
We travelled for another couple of hours to arrive at a Temple several 
hundred miles down the road; at least it seemed several hundred miles. 
The Japanese gardens around it were beautiful.  From there we went 
to a castle that was made of gold, it sat in the middle of a lake. The 
castle could be viewed from all sides, but you were not allowed over 
the bridge. That is unless you fancied prison!
At around 8 p.m. we arrived back at their home exhausted.  Rocky and 
Shinobu decided we would have take-away that night as it was late. 
Having eaten, we crawled into bed, we were leaving for home at 9 
a.m. the next morning, Tuesday. We actually arrived home exhausted 
at 1.30 Wednesday morning, the clothes that I wore for judging were 
still wet, we just left everything and crawled into our beautiful bed.
Although our trip was very tiring, if you ever get the chance to go, go. 
Japan is a beautiful country, very clean, the people are delightful, very 
friendly, everywhere you go they smile and nod and say something in 
Japanese, or even in English ………sometimes!
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GINA HARDY SCULPTURE 
 

 
I design model and cast all the models and wall plaques and am 

continually adding to the range. In addition to Dachshunds 
 I also do a small range of other breeds inc Bloodhounds, Italian 

Spinone, Norfolk and Norwich Terriers and Bedlingtons along with a  
range of Limited Edition Wildlife subjects including the  ever 

popular Meerkats 
For original and reasonably priced Dachshund gifts or simply 

something to add to your collection take a look at my website at 
simplesite.com/kushwin 

Commissions occasionally undertaken. 
If you have any ideas that you’d like to discuss please contact 

Gina on 
hardyhounds@tiscali.co.uk   or tel 01953 601623 
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Pet Rules--Memo to the Family Dog and Cat  

 

1. When I say move, it means go someplace else. It does not mean 
switch positions with each other so there are still two of you in the way.  

2. The dishes on the floor are yours and contain your food. All other 
dishes are mine and contain my food. (Please note: placing a paw or 
nose-print in the middle of my dinner does not stake your claim on it, 
nor do I find it aesthetically pleasing in any way.)  

3. The stairway was not designed by NASCAR and is not a racetrack. 
Beating me to the bottom is not the object. Tripping me doesn't help 
because I fall faster than you can run.  

4. I cannot buy anything bigger than a king size bed. Locate your 
inner beast and remember that sleeping animals can actually curl up in 
a ball, so it is not necessary to sleep perpendicular to each other, 
stretched out to the fullest extent possible.  

5.My compact discs are not miniature Frisbees.  

6. For the last time, humans like to use the bathroom alone. If by 
some miracle I beat you there and manage to get the door shut, it won't 
help to claw, whine, meow, bite the knob, or get your paw under the 
edge and try to pull the door open. (Trust me, I have been using the 
bathroom for years...canine or feline attendance is not mandatory.)  

7. When you see me asleep on the couch, it is not funny to make a 
sudden leap onto my stomach and drop a chew toy, bone or jingle ball 
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on my crotch, no matter how much that makes other family members 
laugh. 

8. Dog: Don't think for a minute that making a sad face and 
whimpering pathetically will get you out of trouble when I find a 
puddle of pee on the carpet. The face and the whimpering only 
validate that you knew it was wrong when you did it. 

9. Cat: My sitting down to bite into a juicy sandwich is not a signal 
for you to begin gagging loudly and then hocking up the most 
disgusting hairball in history. 

10. Dog and Cat: The proper order is kiss me, then go lick yourself. 
I cannot stress this enough. 

To pacify you I have posted the following message on our front door: 

Rules for Non-Pet Owners Who Visit and 
Complain About Our Pets:

• 1. They live here; you don't. 
• 2. If you don't want their hair on your clothes, stay off the 

furniture. 
• 3. I like my pet(s) better than I like most people. 
• 4. To you it's an animal. To me, it's an adopted child who is 

short, hairy, walks on all fours and is speech-challenged. 
• 5. Dogs and cats are better than kids. They eat less, are easier 

to train, usually come when called, don't ask for money, never 
drive your car, don't hang out with losers, don't drink or 
smoke, and don't worry about the latest fashions. 
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Weighing of Miniatures at Shows

Health & Welfare Information from the Dachshund Breed Council

Miniature Dachshunds
Miniature Dachshunds are defined in the Breed Standard as follows:
Ideal weight 4.5 kg (10 lbs). 
Desired maximum weight 5 kg (11 lbs.)

All UK Dachshund Clubs wish the weighing of Miniatures to continue 
at shows. It is felt that, without a means of ensuring Miniatures fall 
under the 5 kg/11 lbs limit, it is inevitable that their size will increase 
and they will become indistinguishable from the smaller specimens of 
Standard  Dachshunds  and  thus  the  Miniature  status  will  be  lost. 
Countless breeders have shown, over 60 years, that it is possible to 
breed fit  and healthy  Miniature  Dachshunds  that  do not  exceed  5 
kg/11 lbs.

Health and Welfare Issues
The Breed Standard states: Exhibits which appear thin and 
undernourished  should  be  severely  penalised.  It  is  equally 
important to recognise that an over-weight Dachshund is also at risk 
of health problems (e.g. Heart Disease & Slipped Discs). The Breed 
Council wishes to make it clear that the health and welfare of all dogs 
entered at shows is of the highest importance.

Advice for Judges
• If  a  dog  goes  over  the  maximum  5  kg/11  lbs  it  is  to  be 
considered  a  fault,  the  seriousness  depending  on  how  many 
grams/ounces over the 5 kg/11 lbs it is.
• This fault should be taken into consideration with all the dog's 
other virtues and faults by judges.
• Judges should penalise any dog shown up to weight, but in a 
thin condition.
• A dog that is over 5 kg/11 lbs can no longer be disqualified 
from receiving an award and must not be dismissed from the ring 
for this reason.

If a judge wishes to put up a dog that is slightly over the 5 kg/11 lbs 
then, to make it known that the judge has noted this, in their critique 
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they could possibly say “the fault of being marginally overweight was 
outweighed by other good points”. If a judge feels a dog is thin and 
undernourished  he/she  should  advise  the  exhibitor  accordingly.  In 
severe cases this should also be reported to the Show Manager.

When  accepting  offers  of  appointments  to  judge  Miniature 
Dachshunds, judges should confirm with the Society that:
• calibrated scales will be provided, and
• both the Schedule and Catalogue will clearly state that Miniature 
Dachshunds will be weighed.

Advice for Exhibitors
The Animal Welfare Act became law in England on 6 April 2008. The 
focus is now on the responsibility of the owner, as seen in the ‘Duty of 
Care’. Those who own a dog are legally responsible for its welfare, 
otherwise they may be found to be committing a ‘Welfare Offence’. 
Dachshund  Breed  Club  Committees  will  take  action  against  any 
exhibitors who are found to be depriving their dogs of water and/or 
food in order to meet the desired maximum weight requirement for 
Miniatures in the Breed Standard. 

Where to find out more
Visit www.dachshundbreedcouncil.org.uk for the latest information 
and advice.

The Miniature Dachshund Club will be happy to provide guidance to 
any General Show Society, or judge, that requires clarification of the 
revised Breed Standard and judging procedures. 
http://www.miniaturedachshundclub.co.uk/

Thanks to the Breed Council for producing this very useful 
information sheet.
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MORE TALES FROM A NORFAK LITTLUN

Hi there, Wilma here agin. Hope you’re all bin keepin well. 
Thas bin a funny ol’ year ‘ere. First of all Puzzle ‘as pups. 
Funny little things they were, all squeaky an poopy, an they 
keep snufflin around my belly, bit scary really. I thought 
they wanted to eat me.  Humum said she wus gonna keep one 
so now there’s Gryff as well as us girls. He’s real naughty 
but all Humum sez is “He’s such a lovable little fella and sooo 
handsome”. Humph, she wunt like it if he kept nickin her 
toys an hoggin her bed.  
Anyway, few months later an we wuz all chasin round in the 
garden when Gryff just lays down an wunt git up. Humum 
takes a look at im to see wos wrong an he’s only gone an 
broke is leg!  The vet lady sez hes gotta be kept still in a 
cage for a few weeks which wus a shame as he wuz just 
getting to know how to play proper an not nick my stuff.

No sooner he’s better Humum goes an hurts her back. She’s 
bin spendin a lot of time layin around and we all snuggle 
round  her, you know to make her better, but it asn’t worked 
yet. (hopefully will ‘ave by the time you read this).
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Like that in’t enough, one day, Humum notices there’s blood 
on the floor. One by one she picks us up an checks us over, 
an when she gets to Dollar she sees that poor little ol Dollar 
has pulled a toenail right orf. I bet that hurt! Humum cleans 
it up and put some magic powder on it and within a few days 
Dollar was runnin’ about as normal.

Cos that wunt orl. I bin injured as well. Wot appened was…..
Every mornin’ when Humum is getting her breakfast of 
Cheerios, she always chucks a few on the floor for us. She 
sez we are like a flock of starlings peckin at them.
A bit later after we had been outside I had this terabul pain 
in my foot so I went indoors to show Humum.  She sez “Oh 
No. What next. What’s the matter Wilma” All the others 
crowded round to see what was wrong , and Humum said “Go 
away and leave her alone, she’s hurt herself” 
After carefully checkun my leg an paw Humum burst’s out 
laughin and sez “ Wilma are you saving this for later? And 
she pulls out the Cheerio that was stuck between my toes.
I dint know that Cheerios could hurt so much. I’ll have to 
find a better hidin place in future.
We’ve bin havin a lovely time with all the snow, even old 
Winnie likes it, especially since Humum bought her a lovely 
new coat. It’s all furry inside an Winnie thinks she’s right 
smart.
Ah Well. Cant think  of much else to rite and  Humum wants 
er pewter back now so I best go.

Bye for now an big wet kisses from Wilma XXX
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LOST DOGS AND DOGLOST 
 

How often do you say “it will never happen to me”. Well I was one 
of those people, until that fateful day it DID happen. I won’t tell the 
story only to say that it was probably the worst 11 days of my life, 
and luckily my lovely Gilly ( a whippet) was returned safe and 
sound. But, without the support of friends and especially the 
guidance of DOGLOST, I wouldn’t have known how to go about 
getting her back. 
The theory is to make the dog too hot to handle, and it works. Logon 
to www.doglost.co.uk  and see for yourself. These amazing helpers 
just swing into action printing and distributing posters everywhere. 
In Gilly’s case I was so lucky to have a “doggy fairy”, a dedicated 
DOGLOST helper who gets the owner and friends motivated and 
organised into action. 
Posters are easy to place anywhere so armed with plastic wallets, 
sellotape, bluetac and drawing pins, all the shops, pubs, libraries, 
village halls, noticeboards etc were targeted. I found local bus 
shelters ideal but some mean minded people had removed them the 
next day. Mini posters were posted through letterboxes in areas 
where Gilly type dogs had been sighted. 
Sightings were immediately acted upon even late into the night and 
my “doggy fairy” went into some pretty dodgy places offering 
rewards too! It is so disappointing to get so close only to discover it 
is not your dog. Finally on the 11th day Gilly was returned. No police 
action could be taken as she was handed over willingly by people 
who said they had purchased her in good faith from travellers. 
 
So if it happens to you (God forbid) firstly ring the police (999 
usually gets their attention), then contact all the local dog wardens, 
rescue centres, vets, kennels (especially the one who take the police 
strays), RSPCA, groomers and all your friends. LET THE WORLD 
KNOW. Local newspapers and radio stations are generally willing to 
broadcast information. You could even try the TV. Some of the 
DOGLOST helpers have experience with the media  and will try to 
liase. If the police seem uninterested (mine didn’t) make a nuisance 
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of yourself. Keep calling and asking for any information, they’ll soon 
realise you mean business. JUST DON’T GIVE UP!

DOGLOST  was founded by Jane as a result of her own experiences. 
It costs an awful lot to maintain the website and to offer their valuable 
assistance. Their funds are getting very low and the website gets 
millions of hits each month. Just imagine what it would be like if your 
dog went missing and you needed help.
If you are able to make a donation, please contact Jane on 01302 
743361 or visit the website www.doglost.co.uk where you will find a 
donations page.
Volunteers are always welcome too, just to take 'phone calls, pass on 
information, or even to be a “doggy fairy”.

Wendy P Spencer can be contacted on 01908 510796 for advice.

    **********************************************

A man wrote a letter to a small hotel in a Midwest town, which he 
planned to visit on his vacation.

He wrote, "I would very much like to bring my dog with me. He is 
well groomed and very well behaved. Would you be willing to 
permit me to keep him in my room with me at night?"

An immediate reply came from the hotel owner, who said, "I've 
been operating this hotel for many years. In all that time, I've 
never had a dog steal towels, bedclothes, silverware or pictures 
off the walls. I've never had to evict a dog in the middle of the 
night for being drunk and disorderly. And I've never had a dog 
run out on a hotel bill. Yes, indeed, your dog is welcome at my 
hotel, and if your dog will vouch for you, you're welcome to stay 
here, too!" 
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ECDA Thank the WEDA for the following which has been 
borrowed from one of their very old newsletters. 
  
  THE ART OF RING PRESENTATION 
          The great moment has arrived. Your dog, and you, 
look immaculate. You’re poised, ready for the ring, ready to 
beat all. Confidence oozes from every pore or paw! Your 
fellow exhibitors are beaten before the class starts. 
          If only it were true. It’s usually only in our dreams. 
That we take the class by storm. In reality it is very 
different. Stand by the class and watch it being judged. 
          The class is called and the exhibitors amble into the 
ring to crowd round the steward who is giving out the ring 
cards… most people can’t even remember their numbers. 
Everyone then fumbles in their pockets for a ring clip or 
suitable pin to hold the card. A few just hold the card in 
their mouths. No-one knows where to stand as they haven’t 
been watching the previous class. … and so it goes on. To a 
novice the whole business of showing must look shambolic 
and confusing. Everyone is busy talking to fellow exhibitors, 
spectators and dare I say it, the judge, that judging seems 
to be only a miniscule part of the proceedings. As they talk 
the poor dog is being groomed stripped and polished, and all 
this whilst in the ring. 
          Now before I’m accused of exaggerating let me 
introduce “Agnes Bloggs”. In the ring Agnes, and her dog 
stand out. They are a well presented partnership, they 
compliment each other and because of this they stand out. 
          Agnes prepares for a show beforehand not on the 
day of the show. Her dog is brought to the show clean and  
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tidy. She doesn’t do grooming or stripping on the bench, 
with all her dog's hair flying into other people's coffee. She 
remembers to bring all that she needs. No last minute 
borrowing of leads, brushes or clips as Agnes keeps a list at 
home and checks the night before. Her dogs do not foul the 
entrance to the show as she stopped a few miles down the 
road to allow them to go. You know the place that we would 
have stopped at had we not been running late.
          Agnes always arrives in good time to allow her dogs to 
settle amid the incessant noise.
          Agnes is fairly conservative with her choice of 
clothes and footwear. She compliments the colour of the 
dog with her outfit by wearing something that allows the 
dogs outline to be seen. No skin tight leather jeans or 
plunging necklines for Agnes. No clanking jewellery and high 
heels are out as they make her ankles swell by the end of 
the day.  Comfortable shoes that keep the feet dry and no
open toes, as not everyone cleans up after their dogs like 
Agnes. 
         Agnes has very long hair, but we’ve never seen it in all 
its wanton glory as she always keeps it neatly tied up so as 
not to obstruct her view. 
          Well judging has started and Agnes and her dog are 
ready. She has loosened him up by walking him in an 
uncrowded area. One final quick brush, attach the ringclip to 
the left side and of they go into the ring. Naturally she 
knows her ring number as she has looked it up.
          This perfect team enter the ring through the gap in 
the ropes thus avoiding catching other spectators under the 
chin by lifting the rope to go underneath. Agnes knows
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where to stand as she has watched the previous class and 
she is ready to position her dog just before the judge comes 
to look at the class.
         When she stands her dog she doesn’t keep fiddling 
with him, she simply talks quietly so as not to disturb other 
dogs. Her three eyes come in very handy for watching her 
dog and keeping an eye on the judge.
          When the judge asks for the dogs to all be moved 
together Agnes doesn’t get left behind as she has been 
paying attention. Nothings worse than breaking into a canter 
to catch up and then executing an emergency stop because 
the others have stopped.
          Agnes’ dog is not allowed to pull or move too close to 
the dog in front. Tripping other exhibitors would be 
unforgivable.
         Waiting for her turn Agnes keeps her dog quiet and 
still. He is not allowed to clamber onto spectators' laps or to 
dive into their lunch box and pinch the sandwiches.
         Agnes’ turn arrives and she goes behind the judge, so 
as not to block his view of the previous exhibit, and places 
her dog on the table. The dog allows the judge to examine 
him without a wrestling match. She does not talk to the 
judge unless addressed, as she feels it is “poor show” to 
state previous wins etc. She lifts her dog from the table 
and moves him at a pace that suits the dog, on a loose lead 
and in the direction indicated by the judge. She ensures her 
dog is always on the side of the judge, so that the judge 
doesn’t get confused or distracted by Agnes’ legs, even if 
they are quite shapely.
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          Regardless of whether Agnes wins or not she praises 
her dog. After all, she can’t always be pulled out and she 
wouldn’t dream of criticising the judge or showing 
annoyance. After her last class Agnes puts her dog back on 
his bench and awards herself a nice cup of tea….. and looks 
forward to the next show.

          (Oh that we should all be like Agnes.   I bet she’s 
murder to live with.       Ed.),

****************************************
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The Dachshund Breed Council                        Issued: January 2010  
 
Current Health Priorities:  
The Dachshund Breed Council has four priority health conditions which 
it is focusing on:  
1. Intervertebral Disc Disease (IVDD) in all six varieties  
2. Lafora's Disease in MWHD  
3. Retinal Degeneration - cord1 (PRA) in MLHD and MSHD  
4. Heart Disease in WHD  
We are also monitoring Epilepsy and Diabetes as there have been a 
small number of reports of problems.  
Intervertebral Disc Disease (IVDD)  
   IVDD is the most significant health issue in Dachshunds and the 
research indicates that between 1 in 4 and 1 in 5 Dachshunds will 
have some degree of disc related problems in their lifetimes. 
Dachshunds have a condition known as CHONDRODYSTROPHY -
“chondro” means cartilage and “dystrophy” means disorder. This 
means they are more prone to disc degeneration at an early age than 
other breeds. The age of incidence for chondrodystrophoid breeds is 
highest between three and seven years. The latest research 
demonstrates an inherited component to the problem and therefore 
implies that it can be reduced by selective breeding.  
   Bill Oxley MA VetMB CertSAS MRCVS, Resident in Orthopaedics 
and Spinal Surgery at the Willows Veterinary Centre, presented at the 
Breed Conference in November 2009 and explained the causes of 
IVDD and how to recognise the symptoms. Bill presented the latest 
research findings that show a strong correlation between the number 
of calcified discs measured from X-rays taken at 18-24 months and the 
onset of IVDD later in life. The Danish Dachshund Club has instituted a 
screening programme which is in its early stages, but which allows 
breeders to select carefully away from dogs with a high likelihood of 
IVDD. 
   The Breed Council will investigate, with Bill's veterinary practice, the 
options for a similar programme in the UK and will continue to monitor 
the emerging research finding and results from Danish screening 
programmes.  
Lafora's Disease  
   The WHDC is in contact with Dr Clare Rusbridge about Lafora's 
Disease (an inherited, late onset,  
progressive myoclonic epilepsy) in Miniature Wire-haired Dachshunds,  
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and hope to establish regular sampling sessions so that carriers of 
this disease can be identified and removed from the breeding 
population. We may need to approach the KC Charitable Trust to 
seek financial assistance with this, as the samples will have to be 
shipped to Canada for testing, which is why we will be opting for 
sampling sessions to allow “batching”. The disease is possibly more 
prevalent than Supposed, as it seems to occur at varying levels, 
ranging from slight reactions to sudden movements near the head, 
which could be misunderstood as “nervousness”, to more severe 
seizures. 
        In due course, we wish to have a KC controlled scheme to 
manage eradication of the disease. One of the WHD Club's members 
is a practising Veterinary Surgeon with experience of Lafora's 
Disease in her own Miniature Wire-haired Dachshunds and is 
assisting in this project. 
      Although Lafora's is caused by an autosomal recessive genetic 
mutation, DNA testing is not as simple as in the case of cord1 Retinal 
Degeneration. The test currently available (in Canada) can only 
differentiate between “Affected” and “Unaffected” dogs. However, 
“Unaffected” could be either “Clear” or “Carrier”.The Canadian 
laboratory does have a test to identify “Clears” and “Carriers”, but this 
is not currently available and will cost approx. £24,000 to set up 
(which is why we will probably need funding support from Breed 
Clubs and the KCCT). 
Retinal Degeneration – cord1 (PRA) 
     The number of MLHDs being tested has levelled out to around 200 
per year (2007-2009) and MSHDs has remained at a level of around 
270 per year over the same period. In total, 1366 MLHDs and 815 
MSHDs have been tested since 2005, although MSHD testing only 
started in 2007. Responsible Dachshund breeders have therefore 
invested over £100,000 in testing for the cord1 mutation since 2005. 
   In MLHDs the percentage of cord1 “affected” dogs has dropped 
from 18% to 5% between 2005 and 2009. Approx.40% of MLHDs 
tested are now “Clear” of the mutation. 
   In MSHDs, the percentage of cord1 “affected” dogs has 
dropped from 26% in 2007 to 14% in 2009. The number of “Clear” 
dogs has increased from 28% to 38% of those tested in that same 
period. In both MLHDs and MSHDs not all dogs that have two copies 
of the cord1 mutation (“Affected” dogs) develop sight problems at the 
same age and some dogs don't develop clinical symptoms until 
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middle to late age, and in some others, visual problems could be 
unnoticed by the owner within the dog's lifetime. This suggests some 
additional factors are impacting on what would be expected for early 
onset PRA. 
   Keiko Miyadera's presentation at the Breed Conference described 
her search for a genetic modifier and she has now identified an extra 
single locus that determines early onset PRA in cord1 “Affected” 
dogs. It is now believed that cord1“Affected” dogs undergo retinal 
degeneration that could result in late-onset PRA in which blindness 
becomes apparent at any mid to late age, up to 15 years old. Dogs 
that have the second mutation as well as being cord1 “Affected” will 
develop early-onset PRA. A DNA test for this second mutation is not 
yet available. 
   Breeding strategies to reduce the prevalence of cord1 mutations in 
the breed will reduce the occurrence of PRA (in either late or early-
onset forms). The recommendation is still to use at least one “Clear” 
parent and to have regular clinical eye checks done on dogs' eyes as 
insurance against there being other forms of PRA in the breed, but 
also to check for other conditions (see below).
   It was in 2009 that the members of the Smooth Haired Dachshund 
Club became part of the official Kennel Club Scheme for recording 
the cord1 eye status of Miniature Smooth-haired Dachshunds. Now 
there is a discussion taking place regarding the progeny from parents 
who have been tested “Clear” of the mutation. They are not being 
tested, which means that there is no record of these genetically 
“Clear” individuals. We need to find a way to record our “Hereditary 
Clear” stock without having to pay for a DNA test.
   At the end of 2009 the Animal Health Trust added MWHD to MLHD 
and MSHD for testing of cord1 Retinal Degeneration. Dr. Cathryn 
Mellersh said: "We based this decision (to add MW to the list of cord1 
breeds) on a couple of factors, one being the recent close relationship 
between the varieties and another being the fact that we did find the 
mutation in a single MWHD, albeit in carrier form. All things 
considered we thought it was reasonable to extend the test to the 
MWHD but there isn't any real evidence that there is a 'problem' in 
this variety." 
   The test is now openly available to owners of MWHDs (previously it 
was mainly for research and one-off requests). We have asked the 
AHT to keep the Breed Council informed of trends in results (not 
reports on individuals' dogs) so we can look out for any emmerging 
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issues. As it is not an official KC Scheme, the AHT will not be 
reporting results to the KC for publication in the Breed Record 
Supplement. 
Heart Disease 
   The WHDC held the third in a series of Heart Testing sessions at 
their Championship Show in September 2009 to see if there is any 
statistical evidence of a heart problem in Wire-haired Dachshunds. 
There is anecdotal evidence that there could be a problem with heart 
failure leading to early death in otherwise healthy 6 – 8 year old dogs. 
   The report of the Cardiologist stated:“On the basis of the available 
evidence it would appear unlikely that there is evidence of any 
prominent congenital cardiac disorder and that degenerative valvular 
disease is present at roughly the same incidence as in most small 
breeds”. He went on to say: “Instituting any type of heart scheme is 
unnecessary and unlikely to reap many rewards”. 
We will continue to monitor reports of heart problems in WHDs. 
Conditions being monitored 
Epilepsy in WHD 
The WHDC has been in contact with both the AHT and the LUPA 
project about supplying DNA samples from families of Wire-haired 
Dachshunds with suspected epilepsy. This is a problem which seems 
to crop up on a cyclical basis in the larger variety of Wire, with the last 
major problem being in the early 80s and then disappearing, only to 
resurface with several cases in possibly related families during 2008. 
Work is continuing to try to get some action on this.
 PRA and other eye conditions 
   The WHDC held an eye testing session at its 2008 championship 
Show with Dr Bedford, and anticipate holding such sessions on a 
regular basis. There was no evidence of any problems in any of the 
Wirehaired Dachshunds tested, but we are aware that in Europe all 
varieties of dachshund have had problems with PRA to a greater or 
lesser extent, and tend to have annual tests, so we want to continue 
to monitor eye health in the UK. There is no definitive DNA test for 
"PRA". There is a DNA test for cord1 -but PRA covers many forms of 
progressive retinal degeneration. A clinical eye examination will not 
only pick up clinical incidences of PRA (caused by any mutations) but 
also glaucoma, cataracts, lens luxation, persistent pupillary 
membranes, ectropian and entropian. These conditions, in many 
cases, are painful (unlike PRA) and in most cases, are also inherited 
so do need to be screened for and addressed by breeders. Currently, 
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Optic Nerve Hypoplasia in MLHDs and Persistent Pupillary 
Membrane in MWHDs are on the KC/BSAVA Schedule B of Eye 
Schemes. 
Diabetes 
   There have been anecdotal reports of Diabetes in Smooth-haired 
Dachshunds,often mentioned in relation to bitches who have recently 
whelped. At the moment we have insufficient data to quantify the 
problem and therefore can only encourage further reporting by 
owners if there is a problem. 
Health Monitoring and Reporting 
   The Breed Council has recognised the importance of having reliable 
and up-to-date data on which to base its Health Plans. To help 
address this need, at the end of December 2009, we launched a 
website dedicated to health and welfare. It serves three purposes: 
1. To provide a place for owners and breeders to report their 
Dachshund's health conditions (and cause of death, including "Old 
Age") 
2. To summarise the latest data available from owners' and breeders' 
health reports made on the site 
3. To provide links to Breed Health Plans and the most up-to-date 
health information of importance to Dachshund breeders and owners. 

The Health Reporting tool is an on-line questionnaire based on the 
health conditions found in the Kennel club's 2004 Survey. All data is 
treated as confidential and will be used to help build a database and 
profile of health issues affecting Dachshunds. The Breed Council's 
Health and Welfare Subcommittee hopes that owners of pet 
Dachshunds will contribute information, as well as those in the show 
community. Our new Health Website is an important tool in helping us 
build a picture of Dachshund health, based on facts, rather than 
anecdotes. 
Summary reports are available “in real time” on the site and 
summarize, anonymously, data gathered from submitted 
questionnaires. 
   The site also provides Dachshund-specific health information, 
including current Breed Health Plans, information on canine diseases 
and links to other relevant websites such as the latest canine health 
research. 
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The website can be found at:
www.uk-dachshund-health-report.org.uk

Other H&W Actions 
During 2009 the Breed Council has: 
• Produced information leaflets on H&W issues (PRA, Double-Dapple, 
IVDD) 
• Included presentations on H&W priorities in its Breed Conference 
• Produced a DVD with the health presentations from the Breed 
Conference 
• Provided information and articles to be published in Breed Club 
newsletters 
• Published H&W information on its website (launched in November 
2008) 
• Updated an information sheet for issue at Discover Dogs 
• Reviewed the interim Breed Standard and made proposals to the 
KC 
• Worked with the KC to issue letters of advice on cord1 PRA to 
everyone who has registered a 
MLHD in the past five years 
• Agreed a cut-off point when the KC will no longer register cord1 
Affected MLHDs (@70% 
adoption of testing) 
• Formalised cord1 testing as an official KC Scheme for MSHDs 
(2009) 
• Agreed with the KC that, dapple-to-dapple matings will no longer be 
permitted (2009) 
• Published an information sheet for veterinary surgeons on 
Dachshund health issues (this is 
available to all Dachshund owners, for them to give to their vet) 

www.dachshundbreedcouncil.org.uk
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“GRYFF” 

KUSHWIN GAMEKEEPER 
SIRE: CH STARGANG MALACHITE 

DAM: KUSHWIN ENIGMA 
Dob 11/1/09 

 
Outgoing young dog with happy, gentle temperament. 

Lovely head, mouth, bone and movement. 
 

Little shown due to my recent incapacity  
DNA tested CLEAR for PRA 

 
AVAILABLE AT STUD TO APPROVED BITCHES 

 
Price on application 

 Contact:   Gina Hardy                      Tel  01953 601623 
24 Hubbard Close, Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0DY 

Email hardyhounds@tiscali.co.uk 
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There was a time, there really was,
 When I was sweet and tender;

 When Show Dog meant a Disney Star,
 and bitch was not a gender.

 
 I went to bed at half past ten;
 I went to church on  Sunday;

 On Saturday I baked the beans
 and did the wash on Monday.

 
 But then I got a certain pup,

 And an erstwhile friend said "SHOW",
 And so I did and so I do,
 OH! What I didn't know.

 
 I used to dress with flair and style,
 That was the life, don't knock it.

 But now each dress from bed to ball
 Must have a good bait pocket.

 
 I used to have a certain air,

 I wallowed in perfume,
 I used to smell of Niut D'Amour,

 Now I smell like Mr. Groom.
 

 My furniture was haute decor,
 My pets a tank of guppies.

 Now I've furniture unstuffed,
 And well-adjusted puppies.

 
 Once I spoke in pristine prose,

 In dulcet tones and frail,
 But now I'm using language,
 That would turn a sailor pale.

 
I was taught to be well groomed

 no matter where I went.
 Now all the grooming that I do

 is in the handler's tent.
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 I used to long for furs and jewels

 And a figure classed as super,
 Now the thing I yearn for most
 is a nice new pooper scooper.

 
 I adored a man who murmured verse,

 through intimate little dinners,
 But now the words I thrill to hear,
 Are just three-"Best of Winners".

 
 I rise at dawn and pack the car,

 the road ahead's a long one.
 The one I routed on the maps,

 Invariably's the wrong one.
 

 I really love this doggy life,
 I wouldn't care to change it.

 But when I get that Best in Show,
 I plan to rearrange it.

 
 When my time on earth is done,
 I'll go without much nudging.

 Just give me three weeks closing date,
 and let me know who's judging.

DATES TO REMEMBER

******NEW VENUE FOR JUNE OPEN SHOW 2010********

     6th June 2010 - Open Show @ Milton, Cambs.   
7th November 2010 - Open Show @ St Neots, Cambs.

29th May 2011 - Open Show @ Milton, Cambs.
6th  November 2011 - Open Show @ Milton, Cambs.
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BREEDERS' REGISTER
(Free to members)

BLACK.  Mr  K,  Mrs L and Miss E.                       BASSODON            M/W 
Westholme, Broadgate, Weston Hills, Spalding, Lincolnshire .PE12 6PD 
Tel  01406 371561                                      e.mail bassodon@hotmail.co.uk 

BROOKS  Mrs L                                       LYNDERLEA     M/L  and M/S 
Lyndarlea Lodge, Blyton Carr, Gainsborough  DN21 EEW
Tel 01427 811922                                              email lynn@lyndarlea.co.uk

BURGE and ROSSITER. Mrs J and Miss P.             CREEKPIT             M/L
3 Cameron Cottage, Eastland Gate, Lowedean, Portsmouth. Hants. 
PO8 0SR                                                                          Tel 01342 599535

ENDERSBY  Mrs P and Mr M                                MOWBRAY            M/S
2 Mowbray Crescent, Stotfold, Herts.  SG5 4DY
Tel 01462730101                                     e.mail mowbraydogs@ntlworld.com

GRAHAM. Mr R and Mrs M.                                          GAMERON           S 
69 Malden Court,Gt Cornard, Sudbury, Suffolk. CO10 0LY 
Tel 01787 377833                                e.mail  r.graham135@btinternet.com   

HALL. Mr.D and Mrs W.                                                CLIFFMERE        M/L 
Bellhaven, Nealsgate, Holbeach St John, Spalding, Lincs  PE12 8SW. 
Tel 01406 540419                                      e.mail whall334@btinternet.com

HARDY. Mrs G.                                                           KUSHWIN           M/W 
 24 Hubbard Close, Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0DY. 
Tel 01953 601623                                     e.mail hardyhounds@tiscali.co.uk

McCARTHY. Mrs C.                                                      NAGSHALL       M/L
Nagshall Farm, Oxted Road, Godstone, Surrey. RH9 8DS. 
Tel. 01883 7842069

MOURTON. Mrs V.                                                        ELDMOUR        M/W
50 Helpstow Road,  Glinton,  Peterborough. PE6 7JT
Tel 01733 253260

SHELTON   Mrs A                                              BARRISSE    M/S and M/W
Laws farm, Crowland Commom, Peterborough. PE6 0HL
Tel 01733 211175                          e.mail ann.shelton@btopenworld.com 
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TANNER. Mrs V.                                   M/S
Calder Lodge, Triangular Plantation, Culford, Suffolk. IP28 6TZ. 
Tel 01284 728385

VINE. Mrs R.                                                      CISHELVINE        L and M/S
 105 Auchinleck  Close, Kelley Thopre, Driffield. YO24 9HE   
 Tel 01377 256436

WOOD. Mr R.                                                  WILDSTAR         M/L and M/W 
166 Drayton Road, Norwich,  Norfolk,  
Tel 01603 404173

YEOMANS Mrs J                                                        KLYNERBYNER    M/S 
26 Long Row, High Street, Pavenham, Beds MK43 7NR      
Tel 01234 823422
                 

If you would like your details added to this list please 
contact Gina Hardy.

They will only be added if requested.

*************
 And finally from the mouths of babes………..

MELANIE (age 5) asked her Granny how old she was.  Granny 
replied she was so old she didn't remember any more. Melanie said, 'If 
you don't remember you must look in the back of your panties. Mine 

say five to six.' !!
***************

Thank you to all those people that have contributed to this issue.
I have already started gathering items now for the next issue so please 

send me anything that can be used in good time for our deadline in 
March 2011.

Good Health and Good Luck to you all until next time.
Gina Hardy (Ed)
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